Pride of the Tribe - What to Pack for Hawaii
WHAT SHOULD BE IN YOUR CARRY-ON (duffle bag):
1) Student ID, driver’s license (required if you are over the age of 18 – recommended for all)
2) Health insurance card and list of important medical conditions
3) Cash, credit cards, pre-paid debit cards
4) Medication (given to Mrs. Tijerino for dispensing)
5) Instrument (unless it is being rented for you in Hawaii)
6) Homework, pen, pencil, paper - Pack something to read or study while on the LONG
airplane flights.
7) Refillable water bottle (empty until you pass through security)
8) Cameras, smart phones & other electronics with chargers & extra batteries (For your
camera). Bring extra film OR SD cards to save all those incredible photos.
9) SNACKS! (The snacks on the airplane cost lots of $$$ so be sure to pack your own snacks.)
10) Band hoodie - Planes tend to be cold.
**3-1-1 rule. This applies to liquids, aerosols and gels in carry-ons: 3-ounce (or less) bottles; must fit
in 1 quart-sized, clear, plastic, zip-top big; and 1 bag is allowed per passenger, to be placed in the
screening bin. Pack this toward the top of your carry on, so it's easy to pull out. (Only pack
necessary liquids – the rest need to be packed in your checked bag)
**Laptops must be pulled out before going through TSA Screening.
For more information about TSA and permitted items, please visit this website:
http://www.tsa.gov/traveler-information
Things to pack in your CHECKED BAGGAGE:
** Label all luggage with your name and address
PERSONAL ITEMS:
1) Toothbrush
2) Toothpaste
3) Dental floss
4) Deodorant
5) Soap
6) Shampoo, conditioner
7) Brush or comb
8) Shaving cream, razor
9) Small first aid kit
10) Hair care items
11) Girls – feminine products
12) Eyeglasses
13) Extra pair of contact lenses
14) Contact lens solutions and case
15) Sunglasses
16) Sunscreen
17) Bug spray
18) Lip balm/chapstick

CLOTHING:
1) Shirts – Band polo shirt (for performance); band continuity shirt (wear this on the
airplane), and at least 5 other t- shirts.
2) Shorts – Khaki shorts (for performance) and 4 additional pair of shorts
3) Pride of the Tribe uniform (plain t-shirt to wear underneath or last year’s continuity shirt),
black socks, dinkles, gloves. No shako.
4) One pair of long pants
5) One light weight jacket (band hoodie)
6) Swim suits
7) Cover up to go over the swimsuit
8) Towel (Lightweight)
9) Sneakers (for hiking and walking)
10) Flip flops or sandals(for the beach)
11) Pajamas (1-2 sets)
12) Underwear
13) Socks
14) Water shoes (for snorkeling) - optional
15) Cinch Bag for day trips
16) Sunglasses! (It’s going to be sunny when you step off the plane.)
17) Hat
18) Sunscreen
19) Plastic bags for dirty clothes/shoes

Tips:
1. Don't over-pack. Travel as lightly as possible.
2. Leave plenty of room in your suitcase for all of the things you will bring home.
3. Make a list of things to bring and check the list before you leave home.
4. The hotel rooms do NOT have wifi. There is only wired internet in the rooms. (Check online to
see if there is an Ethernet cable in the room, if not you will need to bring one with you if you
want to set up your own computer or wifi capability in the hotel room.)
[Suggestion: DO NOT BRING YOUR LAPTOP! We will not be in the rooms except for sleeping.]

